Abstract: Genetic Network Programming (GNP) extended from other evolutionary computations such as Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Genetic Programming (GP) has a network structure. In this paper, the macroinstruction composed of some nodes named AGhIs on GNP is proposed for improving the performance of GNP. The comparisons between GNP program only and GNP with AGhls are carried out using the tile world.
Introduction
As real emrironments are so complicated and dynamical, the search space for finding a solution of the problems is huge. Therefore, it is difficult to solve those complicated and dynamical problem using mathematical principles. If the environments change, conventional systems cannot adjust to them easily and how to construct those systems in such a situation depends mainly on engineer's skills. On the other hand, living things in the nature have adapted to dynamical environments using evolution.
Recently many methods of evolutionary computation such as Genetic Algorithm (GA)') and Genetic Prw gramming (GP)') have been widely used in optimization problems and have proved to be effective. The evolutional computation has also been used for the purpose of modeling the behavior sequences of intelligent agents. These technologies are based on gene information defining the minimum rules of actions, such as "What does it have to do?". This gene information is arranged in a structure, such as linear for GA or tree for GP. But G P has drawbacks in its structure that the search to find solutions will bloat when the structure of GP evolves.
Genetic Network Programming (GNP)3,4) that extended those techniques in terms of graph structure is composed of some nodes with the functions defined beforehand, so it can be used for the evolutional design of complex systems. GNP has a structure which does not bloat when searching the space in stead of G P with tree-structure. G P generates behavior sequence8 by referring to only the current information on environments, hut GNP can do it by referring to not only the current information but also the past information, because GNP grasps the actions as a series of flows. In short, GNP whose structure is a network has the function that keeps the past information in it. This structure is similar to neuron's processing in human's brains hy the following reasons.
Now brains of living things are composed of the cerebrum, cerebellum, brainstem and so on, and such parts are responsible for each function, for example a field of Broca and 'd'ernicke recognize information about Ianguage. So if these fields are injured, a speech disorder arises. It is just a matter of course that functions localization like human brains is needed to carry out the tasks effectively and efficiently.
Functions localization is required for realizing advanced systems and it makes a contribution to the reduction of program size in terim of software engineering.
In the past, the program size of GNP was fixed because the number of nodes included in GNP was fixed.
Then there might be a risk that the program size of GNP will also become large as the problem to solve becomes a large scale and complicated one. In this paper, from this point of view, we propose a mechanism to implement the macroinstructions composed of some nodes named Automatically Generated hiacro Nodes (AGhIs) on GNP. A main GNP program can have some AGhls in it. Not only the main GNP programs but also the AGhIs have a network structure and evolve themselves. GNP with AGhIs is expected to evolve effectively and efficiently when it is applied to agent systems and GNP with AGhls makes the behavior sequences of agents more easily than the conventional GNP.
Although Automatically Defined Functions (ADFs)') that work as a sub-routine in G P are proved to be effective, a general sub-routine including ADFs is defined as a partial structure with a certain function. So the number of input terminals of a sub-routine (also ADFs) is just one. AGhIs proposed in this paper is extended to have some input terminals, therefore AGhls could have various kinds of functions and could he the technique developed as more general sub-routines. This paper is composed of the following. In section 2 , we refer to the basic structure and gene expression of GNP, and how to evolve GNP is described. The details of GNP with AGhIs are described in section 3. Results of simulations and their considerations are given in section 4. Conclusions are described in section 5.
Genetic Network Programming
(GNP)
Outline of GNP
There are some features of GNP compared with other evolutional computations, such as GA, GP, Parallel Algorithm Discovery and Orchestration (PADO)') and so on.
The following is the outline of GNP. First. GNP is possible to connect and reuse all the nodes because of its network structures. Second, GNP has built-in memory functioils implicitly and naturally preserves agent's past actions in it because it regards agent's actions as a chain of events, while PAD0 program has explicit indexed memories. Third, compared with GP, GNP can find solutions for problem without bloat because of the fixed number of nodes used in GNP. Fourth, nodes that are not used at the current program executions will be used for future's evolution.
GNP Representation
An individual of GNP program is shown Fig. 1 , GNP is consisted of three kinds of elements, such as Judgement node, Processing node and Start node. The start node is executed only when GNP program starts. The processing node is the smallest unit describing agent's actions (e.g. how does an agent behave?), while the judgement node is the smallest unit describing how to judge the environments the agent senses (e.g. where are the tiles around a agent?). These node functions are prepared by the desi-per of the system at an initial stage. In Fig, 1 , di means delay time needed for processing and judgement at node i and d,j means delay time for moving from node i to j. These delay times are introduced for imitating the real processing like human's brains. In addition, GNP program is guaranteed to respond in a fixed amount of time because the number of processing or judgement spent for responding is limited.
Each node is expressed as Fig. 2 . NT, is the code describing whether nodei is the processing or judgement node, IDi shows which kinds of functions nodei has.
di indicates a delay time nodei takes for processing. Similarly Cibi shows the node number to which nodei's k th branch is transferred after it is executed. d<bb is the delay time for moving from nodei t o node C i b k .
bk means k t h branch of the nodei. So t.he processing node has one branch ( k = 1) because the next node to be executed is determined, while the judgement node has some branches ( k > 1) hecause of including some judgement results.
GNP program is executed in the following way. First, after a start node is executed, the next nodei processes or judges the information on environments according to ID,, and then the next node is determined depending on the judgement results when nodei is the judgement node or the next node is automatically determined when nodei is the processing node. These transitions are continued till reaching pre-set step threshold. 
Genetic Operation of GNP
Synthetically N individuals of the above GNP is prepared randomly at an initial stage, then each of them is simulated to study how they are suited to environments.
Then selection operation is executed depending on the fitness values of individuals obtained by the above simulations. Finally genetic operation is performed to each individual.
The genetic operation is indispensable to acquire good GNP programs, so crnssover and mutation designed especially for GNP are used in this paper. GNP is expressed in a way that each node of GNP has its own unique number from 0 to N -1. Crossover here means that some corresponding node information including their node functions and connections are exchanged between two parents of the individuals of GNP. On this occasion, the nodes that have the same node number are exchanged. Mutation here means changing some node information. Each change is done at random.
GNP with Automatically Generated Macro Nodes (AGMs)
Generally it is said that the program containing subroutines can gain a good performance compared to the programs which do not include them. Using s u b routines, the program can acquire the following characteristics. First, t,he program containing subroutines is easy for programmers to write and easy for others to understand its structure because large scale and complicated programs are divided into units of senses or functions. Second, reusing sub-routines reduces the program size.
Because GP has a tree structure, the basic GP c mnot reuse nodes and functions on the tree. But recently developed ADFs enable GP to reuse nodes or a m m of nodes, so GP with ADFs acquires better performances compared with GP program only. Additionally ADFs are defined on G P in such a way that (1) some kinds of ADFs are prepared in a GP, and (2) a part of the tree of ADFs is exchanged for a part of other ADFs using crossover. Especially (2) means that ADFs are exchanged for other ADFs, while the main trees are exchanged for other main trees. But, there is a possibility that the tree structure of both the main GP and ADFs bloats.
On the other hand, PAD0 is compased of Main prw gram, mini program, library program and immanent memory. The mini programs are used as a subroutine for its own main program and not used for other main programs, while the library programs are used as "libraries" or "archives". So the library programs are not constructed for a specific main program. Additionally both of the mini and library programs can also be used recursively.
The Architecture of GNP with AGMs
Now, GNP with AGhIs is shown in Fig. 3 . GNP with AGh,ls is composed of main GNP program and AGhls. GYP with AGMs has following characteristics compared to the other methods. First, AGhIs has a network structure as the main GNP program. Second, AGMs can be used recursively as mentioned before. Third, although the number of inputs or outputs of general subroutines is only one, AGhIs has a good number of inputs and outputs. This means that a general sub-routine is regarded as a function, so it is used sufficiently enough when you want to build a certain particular function. But, the evolution of a subroutine is difficult in t e r m of the connections between the main program and the subroutines. On the other hand, AGMs can help GNP acquire better performances and GNP with AGhk evolve effectively and efficiently because AGhls have a good number of functions. Forth, AGhIs inherits the consecutive node transition rules which GNP program has.
When designing GNP, some of AGhIs can be intrw duced in it. Node transition rule of GNP with AGHs is similar to that of the conventional GNP, and AGhIs are regarded BS just one node in the main GNP program. In genetic operations, especially in crossover operation, some nodes in the main GNP program are exrhanged for those in another main GNP program. And Some of nodes in the AGhIs program are also exchanged for those m another AGhIs program. 
Two Methods for GNP with AGMs
Twm types of GNP with AGMs are proposed here, which are different in the way of its architecture and evolution. GNP with AGMsl (Method 1) is shown in Fig. 4 , while GNP with AGhIs2 (Method 2) is shown in Fig. 5 . In Method 1, each GNP program has its own AGMs. In Method 2, all GNP can use common AGMs, i.e. AGh4s of Method 2 are accessible from all main GNPs. The main GNP program and AGMs program in Method 2 could he evolved hy turns. Method 1 is similar to PADO's mini program, while Metbod 2 is similar to PADO's library program. In this paper, Method 1 and Method 2 are studied separat,ely because we wanted to study the basic characteristics of Method 1 and 2.
As shown in Fig. 4 , the architecture of Method 1 is the same as the basic GNP program, except for using AGh4s when transferring the nodes. On the other hand, the Method 2 simulates: selects and makes genetic o p erations for the individuals of both the main GNP prw gram and AGMs program by turns as shown in Fig. 5 : First, an optimal individual selected from the group of GNP is fixed and all individuals of AGhls are evolved using a selected GNP. Next, an optimal individual selected from the group of AGMs is fixed and all individuals of GNP are evolved using selected AGA4s.
In both types of GNP with AGMs, there are not big differences in terms of using AGhls as a subroutine. 4. Simulations
Simulation Environment
The simulation environment in this paper is the tile world as shown in Fig. 6 . In this virtual world, agents have the limited sensing and moving abilities. Agents act aiming at not only dropping tiles but also doing that as quickly as possible.
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Calculating Fitness Value
In simulations, it is studied which individuals of GNP or AGMs is superior. As the tile world is a latticework, the behavior of agents is expressed as action sequences.
Agents repeat their actions for achieving the purpose till reaching the pre-set step threshold. When reaching the pre-set step threshold, the agent's behavior is evaluated by the following criterion.
Fitness = CDT x Droped Tiles
(1)
In this equation, T S means the set of suffixes of Tiles and ITS1 = 3 is supposed in simulations. In the same way, AGENT means the set of suffixes of agents and IAGENTI = 3 is assumed. STEP, means a pre-set step threshold, and in the simulations STEP, = GO per agent is used. Droped Tales indicates the number of tiles dropped by agents. Init Distance, is the distance between the tile and the bole closest to that tile at an initial step. Fin Distanc~ is the distance between the tile and the hole closest to that tile at a final step. Take Stepb is the steps needed for processing the task (when the task is not complete, STEP, = Take Step,). CDT, CAT, and CRS are constants and CDT = 100, CAT = 20, and CRS = 1 are supposed. Accordingly the fitness value of around 500 shows the task is almost completed.
N o d e Functions for Simulations
Here is a brief summary of the processing and judgement nodes.
Processing Node:ACT_FWD;TRNLFT,TRNRGT, STYHR These node functions are prepared for agent's actions in the tile world. When ACTSWD is executed, agents can move forward, while TRNLFT (TRNRGT) is executed, agents can turn left (right). In addition when STYHR is carried out, agents do nothing (stay here).
Judgement Node(Typel):CHKEM'D, CHKLFT, CHKRGT. CHKBWD These node functions are a kind of the judgement node functions for recognizing and judging the current information, e.g. what, object is there in a certain direction around the agent? So these node functions have 5 hranches corresponding to the tile, the hole, the obstacle, other agents, and nothing. When CHKEWD is executed, the agent judges what object there is in the front cell of the agent, while similarly when CHKLFT, CHKRGT and CHKBWD is executed, the agent judges what object there is in the left side, right side and backward of the agent.
Judgement Node(TypeZ):CHKNR.T, C H K N R H , CHK-NR-T-TOH, CHK3CD.T These node functions are another kind of the judgement node functions for judging to which direction the closest tile (hole) to the agent is. In the same way mentioned above, these node functions have 5 branches corresponding to the front, the left side, the right side, the backward of the agent, and cannot find the object. When CHKNR-T is executed, the agent judges to which direction the closest tile to the agent is, while similarly when CHKNRH, CHKNR-T.TOH and CHK3CD.T is executed, the agent judges to which direction the closest hole to the agent is, the closest hole to the tile is (this tile is the closest to the agent), and the next closest tile to the agent is.
Results of Simulations and Considerations
In order to show the ability of GNP with AGhIs, conventional GNP programs and GNP with AGhIs are compared in simulations.
Simulation 1
Comparisons between the conventional GNP and GNP with AGhIs are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 , using 1 kind of tile world and 10 kinds of tile worlds respectively. Fig. 7 shows that agents controlled by Method 2 can adjust more easily to the environment rather than agents controlled by the conventional GNP, while Method 1 becomes worse than the conventional GNP at early generations. Fig. 8 shows that Method 2 is better than the conventional GNP followed by Method 1. As mentioned before, AGMs are defined for each individual of the main programs in Method 1, as the result AGhIs of Method 1 has the affinity with the main program. Therefore, it seems that it is difficult for hIethod 1 to acquire gener-.. . 
Simulation 2
Simurationl shows AGMs are used as appropriate modMethod can acquire the generalized knowledge or not.
Here the programs finished to evolve using 10 tile worlds are used to inexperienced tile worlds. Table. 1 shows the average fitness of 100 inexperienced tile worlds of the conventional GNP, Method 1 and Method 2 respectively. It has been clarified that the proposed hlethod (especially Method 2) is better than the conventional GNP. Although not shoa-n here, the statistical results on the fitness of the conventional GNP (and also hlethod 1) are uneven, and the conventional GNP has the maximum and minimum fitness, which means the conventional GNP has the largest d e viation for inexperienced tile worlds. 
. Conclusion
A new approach of GNP to acquire good performances and functions localization, i e. Genetic Network Prgramming with Automatically Generated hfacro Nodes (GNP with AGhIs), has been introduced and two kinds of methods (Method 1 and Method 2) hate been p r e posed concretely. It has been clarified from simulations using tile worlds that GNP with AhIGs using RIethod 1 and 2 have hetter performances than the conventional GNP.
